Abstract. Ane buildings are in a certain sense analogs of symmetric spaces. It is therefore natural to try to nd analogs of results for symmetric spaces in the theory of buildings. In this paper we prove a version of Kostant's convexity theorem for thick non-discrete ane buildings. Kostant proves that the image of a certain orbit of a point x in the symmetric space under a projection onto a maximal at is the convex hull of the Weyl group orbit of x. We obtain the same result for a projection of a certain orbit of a point in an ane building to an apartment. The methods we use are mostly borrowed from metric geometry. Our proof makes no appeal to the automorphism group of the building. However the nal result has an interesting application for groups acting nicely on non-discrete buildings, such as groups admitting a root datum with non-discrete valuation. Along the proofs we obtain that segments are contained in apartments and that certain retractions onto apartments are distance diminishing.
Introduction
Kostant's convexity theorem for symmetric spaces, proven in [Kos73] , describes the image of a certain orbit under a projection on a maximal at as a convex set. His result is a generalization of a well known theorem of Schur [Sch23] . The precise geometric statement is as follows:
Let G/K be a symmetric space and T a maximal at of G/K. Then there is a natural action of a spherical Weyl group W on T with xed point 0 ∈ T . Write π for the Iwasawa projection of G onto T . Kostant proves that the image of the orbit K.x of an element x ∈ T under the Iwasawa projection is precisely the convex hull of the Weyl group orbit W .x. In terms of groups his result provides a criterion for the non-emptiness of intersections of certain double cosets of group elements.
Let G be a non-compact semi-simple Lie-group with Iwasawa decomposition G = U T K with U unipotent, T abelian and K compact. Geometrically left-cosets of elements of T correspond to points in a certain maximal at of the symmetric space G/K. Kostant The notion of an Iwasawa projection ρ onto an apartment A does make sense in a building, too. In terms of groups it is dened precisely in the same way as in the context of semi-simple Lie groups, but there is as well a denition using the geometry of an ane building. The orbit K.x in Kostant's result corresponds, when talking about buildings, to the preimage of W .x under a second type of retraction onto A, which we will denote by r. Hence we might ask again whether the projection of this set onto A is a convex hull of the Weyl group orbit of x. Or, spoken in group language, whether for algebraic groups (to be precise groups with ane and split spherical BN-pair) the same criterion guarantees the intersections of double cosets to be non-empty.
In the simplicial case this question was answered in [Hit08] . The purpose of the present paper is to prove a convexity result in the spirit of Kostant's for a class of spaces more general than simplicial ane buildings.
Generalized ane buildings. Simplicial ane buildings, which are a subclass of the geometric objects studied in this paper, were introduced by Bruhat and Tits in [BT72] as spaces associated to semisimple algebraic groups dened over elds with discrete valuations.
In [Tit86] and [BT72, BT84] they were generalized allowing elds with non-discrete (nonArchimedean) valuations rather than discrete ones. The arising geometries do no longer carry a simplicial structure and are nowadays usually called non-discrete ane buildings or Rbuildings. In [Tit86] , R-buildings were axiomatized and for suciently large rank classied under the name système d'appartements.
Finally, in [Ben94, Ben90] Bennett introduced a class of Λ-metric spaces called ane Λ-buildings using axioms similar to the ones in [Tit86] . Examples of these spaces arise from simple algebraic groups dened over elds with valuations taking their values in an arbitrary ordered abelian group Λ. Bennett was able to prove that ane Λ-buildings again have simplicial spherical buildings at innity and made major steps towards their classication. To be more precise a generalized ane building is a set X together with a collection of maps A called atlas. Each f ∈ A is an injective map from a (xed) model apartment A to X. The images f (A) are called apartments of X. As a set X is the union of its apartments, which need to satisfy certain axioms in addition. Compare Denition 3.1.
For generalized ane buildings one can again dene an Iwasawa projection ρ : X → A onto an apartment A and one can, as already mentioned above, dene a second type of retraction r : X → A whose preimage of W .x corresponds precisely to the K-orbit of x. Therefore it is natural to ask whether a a convexity theorem exists for this more general class of ane buildings.
Throughout this text we will refer to ane Λ-buildings as generalized ane buildings to avoid the appearance of the group Λ in the name. Note that the class of generalized ane buildings does not only include all previously known classes of (non-discrete) ane buildings, but does also generalize leaess Λ-trees. These trees are simply the generalized ane buildings of dimension one.
Convexity. Let (X, A) be a thick generalized ane building, as dened in 3.1 and 3.2 with model space A. There is an action of an ane Weyl group W on A. The stabilizer of 0 ∈ A in W can naturally be identied with the spherical Weyl group W . We x a fundamental domain of the action of W on A and call it the fundamental Weyl chamber C f . Weyl chambers in A are images of C f under the ane Weyl group W and Weyl chambers in X are images of Weyl chambers in A. Fixing a chart f of an apartment A in X it therefor makes sense to talk about an origin 0 and a fundamental Weyl chamber C f in A. We say that two Weyl chambers based at the same vertex are equivalent if they intersect in a set with nonempty relative interior. The equivalence class of a Weyl chamber S based at x is called the germ of S at x.
To state the main theorem we need to introduce two retractions onto the given apartment A. The rst one, denoted by r, is dened with respect to the germ of the fundamental Weyl chamber C f in A. It preserves distances to 0 and its restriction to apartments containing the germ of C f at 0 is an isomorphism onto A. The inverse image r −1 (W .x) of the Weyl group orbit of x under r corresponds precisely to the orbit K.x in Kostant's setting. The second retraction ρ : X → A is sometimes (mostly when talking about algebraic groups) called Iwasawa projection onto A. The geometric denition of ρ is given with respect to the parallel class ∂(−C f ) of the opposite of the fundamental Weyl chamber. Here two Weyl chambers are parallel if their intersection contains a Weyl chamber. We demand that the restriction of ρ to an apartment containing a Weyl chamber parallel to −C f is an isomorphism onto A. As it turns out this leads to a well dened retraction of X onto A. We obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 8.12. Given a vertex x in A one has ρ(r −1 (W .x)) = conv(W .x).
Restating this in terms of a group G acting nicely on a thick generalized ane building X, one obtains the following result about non-emptiness of intersections of double cosets in G. Denote by K the stabilizer of the origin 0 in G and assume that it is transitive on the apartments containing 0. Let further B = G c be the stabilizer of the equivalence class c = ∂(−C f ) and assume that B splits as B = U T , where T is the group of translations in A and U acts simply transitive on the apartments containing c at innity. Then Theorem 9.2. For all tK ∈ A we have Outline of proof. The rst problem arising concerns the two retractions r and ρ. In order to be able to dene them in the general setting of the present paper, we rst have to establish several structural results on the local and global behavior of generalized ane buildings. This is done in Section 4. The denition of the retractions can be found in Section 5 In this context we introduce residues, which are as sets simply the collection of all germs based at the same vertex, but carry the structure of spherical buildings. One can think of residues as tangent spaces at points in X.
Further we want to prove that both retractions do not increase distances between arbitrary points in the building. This fact is much easier to prove in the simplicial case. In order to verify that they are distance-non-increasing (see Corollary 8.8), we need to generalize Lemma 7.4.21 of Bruhat and Tits [BT72] which is a covering property of segments in buildings. The proof of Lemma 7.4.21 given in [BT72] uses compactness arguments of R-metric spaces which cannot be applied in our setting. In Section 6 we prove these properties for generalized ane buildings.
We are then ready to prove Theorem 8.12. The major problem occurs in the proof of the fact that every element of the convex set conv(W .x) has a preimage under ρ which is contained in the set r −1 (W .x). As already mentioned earlier this is done by modifying an idea of Parkinson and Ram [PR08] . Given an element y of conv(W .x) we dene, in the proof of Proposition 8.6, a sequence of points y i depending on a chosen presentation of the longest element w 0 of the spherical Weyl group W . This sequence of points helps to dene more or less explicitly a preimage of y under ρ, which is by construction contained in r −1 (W .x). As pretty as the main idea may be as technical is the actual proof. For the convenience of the reader we therefore repeat the underlying ideas without proof in Section 7.
To nish the proof of 8.12 it remains to show that the image of the set r −1 (W .x) is in fact contained in the convex hull of the Weyl group orbit of x. This is done in Proposition 8.11.
Methods used in the proof are borrowed from metric geometry and mimic dierentiation. The ideas come from the similarity between germs of Weyl chambers and tangent vectors of curves in manifolds or metric spaces.
We have not mentioned so far that the notion of convexity used in the present paper is not the usual one where convex sets are dened to be nite intersections of half-apartments. However The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the building block of a generalized ane building, the so-called model space A of an apartment, is dened. Generalized ane buildings are then dened in Section 3, where we also describe their local and global structure and prove preliminary results which are necessary for the denition of retractions.
These retractions are then dened in Section 5. Local covering properties (generalizing a
Lemma by Bruhat and Tits), which are used to prove that the retractions of the previous chapter are distance diminishing, are investigated in Section 6.
The following Section 7 might be skipped. Here we recall the convexity theorem proven in the setting of simplicial ane buildings and explain a geometrical construction of certain positively folded paths. This is done in order to make the technical proof of Theorem 8.12, given in Section 8 and relying on the ideas of Section 7, more approachable.
An application to groups acting nicely enough on thick ane buildings is then given in Section 9. This application is similar to the one obtained in the simplicial case and the direct analog of the result by Kostant on non-emptiness of intersections of double cosets.
Finally an open problem is discussed in Section 10.
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Geometric realizations of simplicial ane buildings are metric spaces covered by Coxeter complexes which are isomorphic to a tiled R n . The basic idea of the generalization is to substitute the real numbers by a totally ordered abelian group Λ.
2.1. Denition and basic properties. Denition 2.1. Let R be a (not necessarily crystallographic) spherical root system and F a subeld of R containing the set { α, β ∨ : α, β ∈ R} of co-roots α ∨ evaluated on roots β. Assume that Λ is a totally ordered abelian group admitting an F -module structure. The space A(R, Λ) = span F (R) ⊗ F Λ is the model space of a generalized ane building of type R.
We omit F in the notation, since we can always choose F to be Q({ β, α ∨ : α, β ∈ R}). If R is crystallographic then F = Q is always a valid choice. If there is no doubt which root system R and which Λ we are referring to, we will abbreviate A(R, Λ) by A.
Remark 2.2. A xed basis B of the root system R provides natural coordinates for the model space A. The space of formal sums α∈B λ α α : λ α ∈ Λ is canonically isomorphic to A and the evaluation α, β ∨ of co-roots β ∨ on roots α can be extended linearly to its elements. Denition 2.3. An action of the spherical Weyl group W on A is dened as follows. Let α, β ∈ R, c ∈ F and λ ∈ Λ, let r α : A → A be the linear extension of 
We call the xed point set of r α a hyperplane or wall and we denoted it by H α or H α,0 , since
A basis B of R determines a set of positive roots R + ⊂ R. The subset
of A is the fundamental Weyl chamber with respect to B, and is denoted by C f .
Denition 2.4. Given a non-trivial group of translations T of A which is normalized by W we dene the ane Weyl group with respect to T to be the semi direct product W T = W T . In case T = A we call it the full ane Weyl group and write W = W A. Elements of T can be identied with points in A by assigning to t ∈ T the image of the origin 0 under t. Given k ∈ A we write t k for the translation dened by 0 → k.
The actions of W and T on A induce an action of W T , respectively W , on A.
Notation 2.5. In order to emphasize the freedom of choice for the translation part of the ane
Weyl group, the model space A(R, Λ) with ane Weyl group W T is referred to as A(R, Λ, T ).
Denition 2.6. An element w of W T which can be written as t • r α for some nontrivial t ∈ T and α ∈ R with r α (t) = −t is called (ane) reection. A hyperplane H r in A is the xed point set of an ane reection r ∈ W . It is called special with respect to T if r ∈ W T .
Remark 2.7. Note that for any ane reection there exists α ∈ R and λ ∈ Λ such that the reection is given by the following formula
Further, easy calculations imply that
The xed point set H α,λ of r α,k is given by
As in the classical case each hyperplane denes a positive and a negative half-apartment Note that a Weyl chamber S contains exactly one vertex x which is the intersection of all bounding hyperplanes of S. We call it base point of S and say S is based at x.
The following proposition is used to introduce a second type of coordinates on A.
Proposition 2.9. [Ben94, Prop. 2.1] Given α ∈ R and x ∈ A. Then there exist a unique m α ∈ H α,0 and a unique x α ∈ Λ such that
The value of x α is
and m α is contained in H α,0 . It remains to prove uniqueness. Let y α and n α be such
and conclude that x α = y α and m α = y α .
Corollary 2.10. Let R be a root system of rank n with basis B. A point x ∈ A is uniquely determined by the values {x α } α∈B , which will be called hyperplane coordinates of A with respect to B.
2.2. The metric structure of A(Λ, R). The remainder of this section is used to dene a W -invariant Λ-valued metric on the model space A = A(Λ, R, T ) of a generalized ane building and to discuss its properties.
Denition 2.11. Let Λ be a totally ordered abelian group and let X be a set. A metric on X with values in Λ, short a Λ-valued metric, is a map d : X × X → Λ such that for all x, y, z ∈ X the following axioms are satised Denition 2.13. Let A = A(Λ, R, T ) be as in 2.5. The distance of points x and y in A is given by
If y − x is contained in the fundamental Weyl chamber the distance d(x, y) equals 2 y − x, ρ ∨ , where ρ ∨ is half the sum of the positive co-roots.
Let B be a basis of R. Choosing ε α equal to
and identifying the co-roots α ∨ with
in the denition of the metric in [Ben90] we precisely obtain the metric dened in 2.13.
The latter generalizes the chamber distance (or length of a translation) in a Coxeter Complex.
This distance is dened as follows: Let v be a vertex in a Euclidean Coxeter complex. Let the length l(t v ) of a translation t v be the number of hyperplanes crossed by a minimal gallery from x to t v (x) = x + v. This number is given by the formula 
Hence d is a metric. We prove W -invariance: Let t a : Proof. Assume rst that x ∈ C f . Then x has hyperplane coordinates {x α } α∈B dened in Corollary 2.10, with x α = 1 2 x, α ∨ ≥ 0 for all α ∈ R + . Hence, using α = β∈B p α β β, we have 
The definition of generalized affine buildings
Throughout the following let A = A(R, Λ, T ) be as dened in 2.5.
Denition 3.1. Let X be a set and A a collection of injective charts f : A → X. We call the images f (A) of charts f ∈ A apartments of X and we dene Weyl chambers, hyperplanes, half-apartments, special vertices, ... of X to be images of such in A under any f ∈ A. The set X is a (generalized) ane building with atlas (or apartment system ) A if the following conditions are satised (A1) For all f ∈ A and w ∈ W T the concatenation f • w is contained in A.
) . (A3) For any two points in X there is an apartment containing both.
Axioms (A1)−(A3) imply the existence of a Λ-distance on X, that is a function d : X ×X → Λ satisfying all conditions of Denition 2.11 but the triangle inequality. Dene the distance of points x, y in X to be the distance of their preimages under a chart f of an apartment containing both.
(A4) Given Weyl chambers S 1 and S 2 in X there exist sub-Weyl chambers S 1 , S 2 in X and f ∈ A such that S 1 ∪ S 2 ⊂ f (A). (A5) For any apartment A and all x ∈ A there exists a retraction r A,x : X → A such that r A,x does not increase distances and r
−1
A,x (x) = {x}. (A6) Let f, g and h be charts such that the associated apartments pairwise intersect in half-
By (A5) the distance function d on X is well dened and satises the triangle inequality.
The dimension of the building X is n = rank(R), where A ∼ = (Λ) n . Denition 3.2. Let X be a generalized ane building with model space A(R, Λ, T ) and apartment system A. We call X thick with respect to W T if for any special hyperplane H of X there exist apartments A 1 = f 1 (A) and A 2 = f 2 (A), with f i ∈ A, i = 1, 2 such that H ∈ A i , i = 1, 2 and A 1 ∩ A 2 is one of the two half-apartments of A 1 (or A 2 ) determined by H. Furthermore apartments do not branch at non-special hyperplanes.
Remark 3.3. If in the previous denition T = A then X is a building branching everwhere.
Denition 3.4. Two ane buildings (X 1 , A 1 ), (X 2 , A 2 ) of the same type A(Λ, R) are isomorphic if there exist maps π 1 :
and the following diagram commutes for all f ∈ A i with {i, j} = {1, 2}
Examples of a generalized ane buildings are Λ-trees without leaves. The denition of a Λ-tree, [Ben94, p.560] , is equivalent to the denition of an ane building of dimension one. Generalized ane buildings arise for example from groups dened over elds with Λ-valued
valuations. An example is given in [Ben94, Example 3.2] associating a generalized ane buildings to SL n (K) where K is a eld with Λ-valued valuation.
Note that the Davis realization of a simplicial ane building is a generalized ane building, as dened in 3.1 with Λ = R and T chosen equal to the co-root lattice Q(R ∨ ) of R.
Local and global structure
Any simplicial ane building has an associated spherical building at innity. This useful and important result by Bruhat and Tits [BT72] is also true in the generalized setting.
Denition 4.1. Let (X, A) be an ane building. We denote by ∂S the parallel class of a Weyl chamber S in X. Let ∂ A X = {∂S : S Weyl chamber of X contained in an apartment of A} be the set of chambers of the spherical building at innity ∂ A X. We say that two chambers ∂S 1 and ∂S 2 are adjacent if there exist representatives S 1 , S 2 contained in a common apartment having the same basepoint and are adjacent in X.
Proposition 4.2. Let (X, A) be an ane building modeled on A(R, Λ, T ). The set ∂ A X dened above is a spherical building of type R with apartments in one to one correspondence with apartments of X.
Proof. It is obvious that ∂ A X is a simplicial complex with adjacency as dened in 4.1. An apartment in ∂ A X is dened to be the set of equivalence classes determined by Weyl chambers in an apartment of X. One easily observes that these are Coxeter complexes of type R and that hence ∂ A X has to be of this type. If ∂A and ∂A are two apartments of ∂ A X both containing the chambers c and d, then there exist charts f and f such that f (A) and f (A) contain representatives S, S of c and T, T of d. The Weyl chambers S, S and T, T intersect in sub-Weyl chambers S and T , respectively. The map f • f −1 xes S and T and induces an isomorphism from ∂A to ∂A . Therefore ∂ A X is indeed a spherical building.
In contrast to a remark made in [Ben90] it is possible to prove Proposition 4.2 without using axiom (A5).
The local structure of an ane building was not examined in [Ben90] . In analogy to the residues of vertices in a simplicial ane building one can associate to a vertex of a generalized ane building a spherical building. Most of the following in based on [Par00] .
Let in the following (X, A) be an ane building of type A = A(Λ, R, T ) and let ∂ A X denote its spherical building at innity.
Denition 4.3. Two Weyl simplices S and S share the same germ if both are based at the same vertex and if S ∩ S is a neighborhood of x in S and in S . It is easy to see that this is an equivalence relation on the set of Weyl simplices based at a given vertex. The equivalence class of S, based at x, is denoted by ∆ x S and is called the germ of S at x.
Remark 4.4. The germs of Weyl simplices at a special vertex x are partially ordered by inclusion: ∆ x S 1 is contained in ∆ x S 2 if there exist x-based representatives S 1 , S 2 contained in a common apartment such that S 1 is a face of S 2 . Let ∆ x X be the set of all germs of Weyl simplices based at x.
We say that a germ µ of a Weyl chamber S at x is contained in a set Y if there exists ε ∈ Λ + such that S ∩ B ε (x) is contained in Y .
Proposition 4.5. Let (X, A) be an ane building and c a chamber in ∂ A X. Let S be a Weyl chamber in X based at x. Then there exists an apartment A such that ∆ x S ⊂ A and c ∈ ∂A.
The proof of the above proposition is precicely the same as the proof of Proposition 1.8 in [Par00] .
Corollary 4.6. Fix a point x ∈ X. For each Weyl simplex F there exists a unique Weyl simplex F of the same dimension based at x and parallel to F .
Proof. Apply Proposition 4.5 to x and c = ∂F and arbitrary S based at x.
Corollary 4.7. For any chamber c ∈ ∂ A X the ane building X is as a set the union of all apartments containing a representative of c.
Proof. Fix a chamber c at innity. For all points x ∈ X and arbitrary Weyl chambers S based at x there exists by 4.5 an apartment A such that A contains x and a germ of S at x and such that c is contained in ∂A.
Corollary 4.8. Given a germ µ of a Weyl chamber. Then X is the union of all apartments containing µ.
Proof. Assume µ = ∆ x S. For all y ∈ X there exists, by axiom (A3), an apartment A containing x and y. Let T be a Weyl chamber in A based at x containing y and let c = ∂T . By Proposition 4.5 there exists an apartment A such that a germ of S at x is contained in A and such that the corresponding apartment ∂A of ∂ A X contains c. But then the unique representative T of c based at x is also contained in A. Therefore A contains y and a germ of S at x.
Corollary 4.9. Any two germs of Weyl chambers based at the same vertex are contained in a common apartment, that is two chambers of ∆ x X are contained in a common apartment of ∆ x X.
Proof. Let S and T be Weyl chambers both based at x. By Proposition 4.5 there exists an apartment A of X containing S and a germ of T at x. Therefore ∆ x S and ∆ x T are both contained in the apartment ∆ x A.
Proposition 4.10. Let (X, A) be an ane building. Let S and T be Weyl chambers based at x and y, respectively. Then there exists an apartment A of X containing a germ of S at x and a germ of T at y.
Proof. By axiom (A3) there exists an apartment A containing x and y. We choose an x-based Weyl chamber S xy in A that contains y and denote by S yx the Weyl chamber based at y such that ∂S xy and ∂S yx are opposite in ∂A. Then x is contained in S yx . If ∆ y T is not contained in A apply Proposition 4.5 to obtain an apartment A containing a germ of T at y and containing ∂S yx at innity. But then x is also contained in A .
Let us denote by S xy the unique Weyl chamber contained in A having the same germ as S xy at x. Without loss of generality we may assume that the germ ∆ y T is contained in S xy . Otherwise y is contained in a face of S xy and we can replace S xy by an adjacent Weyl chamber in A satisfying this condition. A second application of Proposition 4.5 to ∂S xy and the germ of S at x yields an apartment A containing ∆ x S and S xy and therefore ∆ y T . Theorem and Denition 4.12. Let (X, A) be an ane building with model space A(R, Λ, T ).
Then ∆ x X is a spherical building of type R for all x in X. If x is special and X is thick with respect to W T , then ∆ x X is thick as well. Furthermore ∆ x X is independent of A.
Proof. We verify the axioms of the denition of a simplicial building, which can be found on page 76 in [Bro89] . It is easy to see that ∆ x X is a simplicial complex with the partial order dened in 4.4. It is a pure simplicial complex, since each germ of a face is contained in a germ of a Weyl chamber. The set of equivalence classes determined by a given apartment of X containing x is a subcomplex of ∆ x X which is, obviously, a Coxeter complex of type R. Hence we dene those to be the apartments of ∆ x X. Therefore, by denition, each apartment is a Coxeter complex. Two apartments of ∆ x X are isomorphic via an isomorphism xing the intersection of the corresponding apartments of X, hence xing the intersection of the apartments of ∆ x X as well. Finally due to Corollary 4.9 any two chambers are contained in a common apartment and we can conclude that ∆ x X is a spherical building of type R.
Assume that x is special and X is thick with respect to W T . Let c be a chamber in ∆ x X and ∆ x A an apartment containing c. For each panel p of c there exists a chamber c contained in
Since X is thick there exists an apartment A whose intersection with A is a half-apartment bounded by H.
Hence there is a third chamber c of ∆ x X determined by a Weyl chamber in A based at x containing F . Therefore ∆ x X is thick.
Let A be a dierent system of apartments of X and assume w.l.o.g. that A ⊂ A . We will denote by ∆ the spherical building of germs at x with respect to A and by ∆ the building at x with respect to A . Since spherical buildings have a unique apartment system ∆ and ∆ are equal if they contain the same chambers. Assume there exists a chamber c ∈ ∆ which is not contained in ∆. Let d be a chamber opposite c in ∆ and a the unique apartment containing both. Note that a corresponds to an apartment A of X having a chart in A . There exist A -Weyl chambers S c , S d contained in A representing c and d, respectively. Choose a point y in the interior of S c and let z be contained in the interior of S d . By axiom (A3) there exists a chart f ∈ A such that A = f (A) contains y and z. The apartment A also contains x since x ∈ seg(y, z) and seg(y, z) ⊂ A ∩ A . By construction the unique Weyl chambers of A based at x containing y, respectively z, have germs c, respectively d, which is a contradiction. Hence ∆ = ∆ .
Remark 4.13. Let A = A(R, Λ, T ) be the model space of an ane building and let ∂A be canonically identied with the associated spherical Coxeter complex. Note that for each
x ∈ A and each chamber c of ∂A there exists a Weyl chamber S contained in c and based at x. Therefore the type of ∆ x X for an ane building (X, A) modeled on A is always R.
If (X, A) is the geometric realization of a simplicial ane building then ∆ x X is canonically isomorphic to the residue (or link) of x if and only if x is a special vertex. The denition of a spherical building corresponding to the residue of a non-special vertex would be possible dening a second class of Weyl chambers based at a vertex x with respect to the stabilizer (W T ) x of x in the restricted ane Weyl group W T . Since we will not make use of this fact, we will not give details here.
Proposition 4.14. Let (X, A) be an ane building, ∂ A X its building at innity. For all vertices x ∈ X there exists an epimorphism
Proof. Given x ∈ X and c ∈ ∂ A X. Let S be the Weyl chamber based at x and contained in c, which exists by Corollary 4.6. Dene π x (c) = ∆ x S, the germ of S at x. Since for all d ∈ ∆ x X there exists a Weyl chamber S in X such that ∆ x S = d the map π x is surjective. By denition of ∆ x X, the partial order and adjacency is preserved.
Proposition 4.15. Let X be an ane building and let A i with i = 1, 2, 3 be three apartments of X pairwise intersecting in half-apartments. Then A 1 ∩ A 2 ∩ A 3 is either a half-apartment or a hyperplane.
Proof. For i = j denote the intersection A i ∩A j by M ij . The corresponding apartments ∂A i in the spherical building at innity do as well intersect in half-apartments. Hence ∂A 1 ∩∂A 2 ∩∂A 3 is either a half-apartment or a hyperplane in ∂ A X. Assume that ∂A 1 ∩ ∂A 2 ∩ ∂A 3 is a halfapartment. Then A 1 ∩ A 2 ∩ A 3 is a half-apartment contained in each of the A i .
Assume now that we are in the case where ∂A 1 ∩ ∂A 2 ∩ ∂A 3 is a hyperplane m in ∂ A X. 
This leads to the following observation. Proposition 4.17. Let x be an element of X. Let (c 0 , . . . , c k ) be a minimal gallery in ∂ A X.
We denote by S i the x-based representative of c i . If (π x (c 0 ), . . . , π x (c k )) is minimal in ∆ x X, then there exists an apartment containing ∪ k i=0 S i .
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. For k = 0 there is just one Weyl chamber and the result holds. Let A be an apartment containing S 1 ∪ S 2 ∪ . . . 
Retractions
We will dene two types of retractions. On the one hand a retraction centered at a germ of a Weyl chamber and on the other hand a retraction centered at a chamber in the spherical building at innity.
Denition 5.1. Let (X, A) be an ane building. We x a Weyl chamber S based at a vertex
x in X and we denote its germ by ∆ x S. According to Corollary 4.8 the building X is (as a set) the union of all apartments containing ∆ x S. Given y ∈ X choose a chart g ∈ A such that y and ∆ x S are contained in g(A) and dene
where w ∈ W is such that g| g −1 (f (A)) = (f • w)| g −1 (f (A)) . The map r A,∆xS is called retraction onto A centered at ∆ x S.
Denition 5.2. Let (X, A) be an ane building. we x an equivalence class of Weyl chambers c ⊂ ∂ A X and an apartment A = f (A) containing some representative S of c. By Corollary 4.7 the building X is the union of apartments containing a sub-Weyl chamber of S. For x ∈ X we choose a chart g ∈ A such that x ∈ g(A) and such that c ∈ ∂(g(A)). We dene
where w ∈ W is such that g| g −1 (f (A)) = (f • w)| g −1 (f (A)) . The map ρ A,c is called retraction onto A centered at c = ∂S or (being slightly imprecise) retraction centered at innity.
Proposition 5.3. Let (X, A) be an ane building. Fix an apartment A of X. Let S be a
Weyl chamber contained in A and let c be a chamber in ∂A. Then the following hold:
(1) The maps r A,∆xS and ρ A,c are well dened.
(2) The restriction of ρ A,c to an apartment A containing c at innity is an isomorphism onto A. (3) The restriction of the retraction r A,∆xS to an apartment A containing ∆ x S is an isomorphism onto A.
Proof. The second and third assertions are clear by denition.
Assume A i := f i (A), i = 1, 2, are two apartments both containing ∆ x S and a point y. We let w i be the element of W appearing in the denition of r A,∆xS (y) with respect to f i . It suces to prove
(y).
By assumption the germ ∆ x S is contained in A 1 ∩ A 2 hence there exists by (A2) an element
There are unique Weyl chambers S 1 and S 2 contained in A 1 and A 2 , respectively, satisfying the property that ∆ x S i = ∆ x S, i = 1, 2. Since equation (5.3.2) is true for all y ∈ A 1 ∩ A 2 , it is in particular true for the intersection C of the Weyl chambers S 1 and S 2 . Therefore
and hence w 2 w 12 = w 1 . Combining this with (5.3.2) yields equation (5.3.1).
An argument along the same lines proves that ρ A,c is well dened.
Lemma 5.4. Let (X, A) be an ane building.
(1) Given a Weyl chamber S in X and apartments A i , where i ranges from 1 to n, containing sub-Weyl chambers of S. Denote by ρ i the retraction ρ A i ,∂S . Then
(2) Let ∆ x S be a germ of a Weyl chamber S at x. Let A i , i = 1, . . . , n be a set of apartments containing ∆ x S and denote by r i the retraction onto A i centered at ∆ x S.
Proof. According to 5.3 (2) the restriction of ρ i to an apartment containing a sub-Weyl chamber of S is an isomorphism for all i. By Corollary 4.7 the building X is as a set the union of all apartments containing a representative of ∂S. Therefore (1) follows. Similar arguments using Corollary 4.8 imply the second part of the lemma.
Proposition 5.5. Let (X, A) be an ane building modeled on A(R, Λ). For all retractions ρ A,c centered at innity and all x ∈ X there exists y ∈ A such that ρ A,c (x) = r A,πy(c) (x), where π y is as in Proposition 4.14.
Proof. By Proposition 4.5 there exists an apartment B of X containing x and a Weyl chamber S contained in c. The intersection of A and B contains a sub-Weyl chamber S of S and the restriction of ρ A,c to B is an isomorphism onto A xing A ∩ B pointwise. Let y be a vertex in S and denote by S y the Weyl chamber based at y and parallel to S . The restriction of r A,∆yS to B is by 5.3 an isomorphism onto A which xes A ∩ B pointwise. Therefore ρ A,c (x) = r A,∆yS (x).
Finite covering properties
In the present section we will introduce certain nite covering properties which are (in Section 8) used to prove that the retractions dened at the end of the previous section are distance non-increasing.
We rst prove that segments are contained in apartments. As always let (X, A) be a generalized ane building. Recall the denition of the segment of points x and y in X:
Lemma 6.1. Let x, y be points in X and let A be an apartment containing x and y. Let r be a retraction onto A existing by axiom (A5). Then for all z ∈ seg(x, y) the following is true
(1) r(z) ∈ seg(x, y) and (2) d(x, z) = d(x, r(z)) as well as d(y, z) = d(y, r(z)).
Proof. Since d satises the triangle inequality and r is distance non-increasing we have
and r(z) is contained in seg(x, y). Proposition 6.2. Segments are contained in apartments.
Proof. Let x and y be points in X and let A be an apartment containing x and y. Assume there exists z in seg(x, y)\A.
Let S be a Weyl chamber based at x containing z and choose a point p in seg(x, z) ∩ S ∩ A such that the germ of the Weyl chamber S parallel to S and based at p is not contained in the apartment A.
On the one hand p ∈ seg(x, z) ⊂ seg(x, y), therefore
and on the other hand, since in addition z ∈ seg(x, y), we obtain
Thus z is contained in the segment of p and y.
Let S − be a Weyl chamber in A based at p, opposite S at p, and chosen such that it contains x. The image of z under the retraction r − := r A,S − onto A will be denoted by z − . By 4.19 there exists a unique apartment A containing S ∪ S − , in particular {x, p, z} ⊂ A. The restriction of r − to A is an isomorphism onto A.
Let r + := r A,z − be a retraction associated to A and z − which exists by axiom (A5). Since (r + ) −1 (z − ) = {z − } the image z + of z under r + is dierent from z − . According to 6.1 and the fact that z ∈ seg(x, y), the point z + is contained in seg(x, y).
Since z is also contained in seg(p, y), we obtain from 6.1.(2) that
Using the equations above, the triangle inequality and the positivity of distance functions we can calculate
This implies d(z − , z + ) = 0 which contradicts z + = z − . Therefore seg(x, y) ⊂ A.
Lemma 6.3. Given an apartment A and a point z in X. Then A is contained in the (nite) union of all Weyl chambers based at z with equivalence class contained in ∂A.
Proof. In case z is contained in A this is obvious. Hence we assume that z is not contained in A. For all p ∈ A there exists, by denition, an apartment A containing z and p. Let S + be a p-based Weyl chamber containing z. We denote by σ + its germ at p. There exists a p-based Weyl chamber S − in A such that its germ σ − is opposite σ + in the residue ∆ p X. By Corollary 4.19 the Weyl chambers S − and S + are contained in a common apartment A . Let T be the unique representative of ∂S − in A based at z. Since z ∈ S + and σ + and σ − are opposite in ∆ p X, the point p is contained in T . Therefore T contains p and ∂T is contained in ∂A. To nish the proof we observe that there are only nitely many chambers in ∂A, and that by Corollary 4.6 for each of them exists a unique representing Weyl chamber based at z.
Proposition 6.4. Let (X, A) be a generalized ane building, let x and y be points in X. For all z ∈ X the following is true:
(FC ) The segment seg(x, y) of x and y is contained in a nite union of Weyl chambers based at z.
Furthermore, is µ a germ of a Weyl chamber based at z, then seg(x, y) is contained in a nite union of apartments containing µ.
Proof. By Proposition 6.2 there is an apartment A containing the segment of x and y. But according to Lemma 6.3 the apartment A is contained in a nite union Weyl chambers based at z, hence so is seg(x, y). The remainder of the proposition follows from 4.5.
Proposition 6.5. For all apartments A and germs µ of Weyl chambers contained in A the retraction r A,µ , as dened in 5.1, is distance non-increasing.
Proof. Given two points x and y in X. By 6.4 there exists a nite collection of apartments A 0 , . . . , A n each containing µ such that the union contains the segment of x and y. Let them be enumerated such that each A i contains the germ of S and such that A i ∩ A i+1 = ∅ for all i = 0, . . . , n − 1. Observe that one can nd a nite sequence of points x i , i = 0, . . . , n with x 0 = 0 and x n = y such that
and such that A i contains x i and x i+1 . Note further that for all i the restriction of r A,S to A i is an isomorphism onto A. Hence the distance d(x i , x i+1 ) of x i and x i+1 is equal to d(ρ(x i ), ρ(x i+1 )) for all i = N . Since the metric d satises the triangle inequality we have that d(r(x), r(y)) ≤ d(x, y).
Reading the proof of 6.5 carefully it is easy to see, that besides axioms (A1) − (A4) and (A6) we only used the fact that the distance function on X, induced by the distance function on the model space, satises the triangle inequality. From this we can dene a distance non-increasing retraction satisfying axiom (A5). Therefore Corollary 6.6. Let (X, A) be a space satisfying all axioms in Denition 3.1 but (A5). Then the following are equivalent:
(A5) For any apartment A and all x ∈ A there exists a retraction r A,x : X → A such that r A,x does not increase distances and such that r Lemma 6.7. Let A be an apartment and let S and T be Weyl chambers in A facing in opposite directions, that is ∂S and ∂T are opposite in ∂ A X. If T ∩ S is nonempty then T ∩ S is contained in the segment of the base points p of S and q of T .
Furthermore T ∩ S is contained in the segment of pairs of points x ∈ S\T and y ∈ T \S such that T is contained in the representative x-based representative T x of ∂T and, symmetrically, such that S is contained in the y-based representative S y of ∂S.
Proof. Since S and T are opposite, the intersection is the W -convex hull of the base points p of S and q of T which is by Proposition 2.17 equal to the segment of p and q. Choose points x ∈ S such that the unique Weyl chamber based at x parallel to T contains T . Analogously choose y. By comparison of indices of the bounding hyperplanes of S y and T x we observe that seg(x, y) contains T ∩ S.
Lemma 6.8. Let x, y be points of X and let S be a Weyl chamber in an apartment A. Then there exists a sub-Weyl chamber S of S such that d(r(p), q) = d(p, q) for all q ∈ S and all p ∈ seg(x, y)
where r := r A,S . Is z the basepoint of S , then for all p ∈ seg(x, y) there exists a Weyl chamber opposite S at z containing p.
Proof. Let x be some point in A and let λ be such that seg(x, y) is contained in B λ (x ). We dene Z := B λ (x ) ∩ A. Let S be a Weyl chamber in A such that ∂S is opposite ∂S and such that Z is contained in S . We refer to the basepoint of S by z and write S for the Weyl chamber at z parallel to S.
By 6.5 the retraction r does not increase distances. Therefore d(x , p) ≥ d(x , r(p)) for all p ∈ seg(x, y) and r(seg(x, y)) is contained in Z.
Let S be the unique r(p)-based Weyl chamber parallel to S and let S be the unique qbased Weyl chamber parallel to S . Applying 6.7 to the Weyl chambers S , S we obtain that z ∈ seg(q, r(p)). Thus using the triangle inequality we have that
On the other hand, since the retraction r is distance diminishing, we have that d(q, p) ≥ d(q, r(p)). This implies that z is contained in the segment of p and q. By 6.2 the points p, q and z are therefore contained in a common apartment B. The germ of S at z is contained in the segment of p and q. Thus there exists a unique Weyl chamber in B based at z and which is opposite S at z. Observe that this Weyl chamber contains p.
Proposition 6.9. Let x and y be points in X. For any c ∈ ∂ A X the following is true:
(FC) The segment seg(x, y) of x and y is contained in a nite union of apartments containing c at innity.
Proof. Lemma 6.8 combined with Proposition 6.2 implies that there exists a point z such that for each p ∈ seg(x, y) there is a Weyl chamber S based at z containing p which is in ∆ z X opposite the unique representative of c based at z. By Corollary 4.19 these two are contained in a common apartment. Together with (F C ) the assertion follows.
Remark 6.10. Lemma 7.4.21 in [BT72] says that all generalized ane buildings with Λ = R satisfy (FC). However it is not possible to prove (FC) for generalized ane buildings using the method of [BT72] , since compactness arguments of R-metric spaces play a major role there. Note that the Y -condition of Λ-trees implies that Λ-trees satisfy (FC).
Convexity and simplicial buildings
After we published [Hit08] and communicated it to Parkinson and Ram they independently Let X denote a simplicial ane building, as for example dened on p. 76 in [Bro89] . Retractions r A,c xed at a germ of a Weyl chamber (which is in the simplicial setting nothing but an alcove c) and retractions ρ A,∂C xed at a chamber at innity can be dened as we did in Denitions 5.1 and 5.2. One can nd denitions on pages 85 and 170 of [Bro89] as well.
Assume X to be thick, i.e. each panel is contained in at least three alcoves, and let A be an apartment of X. Fix a special vertex 0 in A and identify the spherical Weyl group W with the stabilizer of 0 in W . Let C f denote the fundamental Weyl chamber with respect to a xed basis B of the underlying root system R. The Weyl chamber opposite C f in A is denoted by −C f and c 0 denotes the fundamental alcove. To simplify notation, write r instead of r A,c 0 and ρ for ρ A,(−C f ) . The main result of [Hit08] is the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1. With notation as above let x be a special vertex in A. Then
where Q = Q(R ∨ ) is the co-weight lattice of R.
Convexity is dened as in 8.1. For details compare also [Hit08] . In the following a gallery is a sequence γ = (u, c 0 , d 1 , c 1 , . . . , d n , c n , v) of vertices u and v, chambers c i and panels d i where d i is contained in c i and c i−1 . The vertex u is contained in c 0 and v in c n . We sometimes refer to v as the target of γ.
To prove 7.1 one extends r and ρ to galleries and uses them to describe how the building is folded onto the xed apartment.
The set of all minimal galleries in X of xed type with source 0 will be denoted byĜ t . Denote by G t the set of targets of galleries γ inĜ t . Notice that the elements of G t are all vertices of the same type. Let x be a special vertex in A and let γ : 0 x be a minimal gallery of xed type t. Then r −1 (W .x) = G t .
If K := Stab Aut(X) (0) acts transitively on the set of all apartments containing 0 then
Let A be an apartment, H a hyperplane, d an alcove and S a Weyl chamber in A. We say that H separates d and S if there exists a representative S of ∂S in A such that S and d are contained in dierent half-apartments determined by H. Lemma 7.3. Let X, A and ρ : X → A be as above and letρ be the extension of ρ to galleries.
Then the image of a gallery γ ∈Ĝ t underρ is a positively folded gallery in A of the same type.
Hence we need to understand positively folded galleries. Letr andρ denote the extensions of the retractions r and ρ to galleries. The proof of Theorem 7.1 can be reduced to the following two propositions.
Proposition 7.4. Let A be a Euclidean Coxeter complex with origin 0 and fundamental Weyl chamber C f . Let x be a special vertex in A and denote by x + the unique element of W .x contained in C f . Let t be the type of a xed minimal gallery γ : 0 x + . All vertices in the convex set A Q (x) := {y ∈ conv(W .x) ∩ (x + Q(R ∨ ))} are targets of positively folded galleries having type t. Conversely the target of any positively folded gallery of type t with source 0 is contained in A Q (x).
Proposition 7.5. Let A be a xed apartment of an ane building X. Fix an origin 0 and fundamental Weyl chamber C f in A. If γ ⊂ A is a positively folded gallery with source 0 of type t then there exists a minimal gallery γ ⊂ X with source 0 such thatρ( γ) = γ.
The proof of 7.5 is constructive. Proposition 7.4 is a purely combinatorial property of LSgalleries. However the proof in [Hit08] made use of a character formula for highest weight representations proven by Gaussent and Littelmann in [GL05] . We use the remainder of this section to describe the idea of a geometric proof of the rst implication of Proposition 7.4. Even though 7.4 is stated in terms of galleries we will now give the equivalent statement using paths and the root operators dened in [Lit95] . This is the language that also applies to R-buildings as dened in [Ron89] or [Tit86] . Notation 7.6. Let (X, A) be the geometric realization of a simplicial ane building. Hence R is crystallographic and the model space A is isomorphic to the tiled vector space V underlying the root system R. Let B be a basis of R with elements indexed by I = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Denote by Π the set of all piecewise linear paths π : [0, 1] → A such that π(0) = 0. The concatenation of paths π 1 and π 2 is denoted π = π 1 * π 2 and dened by
We consider paths only up to re-parameterization, i.e. paths π 1 , π 2 are identied if there exists a continuous, piecewise linear, surjective, nondecreasing map φ :
For any α ∈ B let r α (π) be the path t → r α (π(t)). Dene a function h α : [0, 1] → R by t → π(t), α ∨ and let n α be the critical value (7.6.1)
If n α ≤ −1 dene t 1 to be the minimal value in [0, 1] such that n α = h α (t 1 ) and let t 0 be the maximal value in [0, t 1 ] such that h α (t) ≥ n α + 1 for all t ∈ [0, t 0 ]. Choose points t 0 = s 0 < s 1 < . . . < s r = t 1 such that one of the two conditions holds
Dene s −1 = 0 and s r+1 = 1 and let π i be the path π i (t) = π(s i−1 + t(s i − s i−1 )) − π(s i−1 ) for all i = 0, 1 . . . , r + 1.
Denition 7.7. Let α be an element of B. Let e α π : (2). Then dene the root operator e α associated to α by e α π = π 0 * η 1 * η 2 * · · · * η r * π r+1 .
Lemma 7.8. [Lit95, Lemma 2.1.] Let α be an element of B and let e α be as dened in 7.7.
If π is a path such that e α π = 0 then (e α π)(1) = π(1) + 2 (α,α) α.
Notation 7.9. Let us add some notation to 7.6. Let x be a special vertex in A and assume without loss of generality that x is contained in the fundamental Weyl chamber C f determined by B, i.e C f = {x ∈ A : x, α ∨ ≥ 0 ∀α ∈ B}. We extended the two types of retractions r and ρ to galleries. Analogously it is possible to consider them as maps on paths by dening the image of a point π(t) to be the corresponding point in the image of an alcove containing π(t). Again denote these extensions byr andρ.
Denition 7.10. We say that a path π is a positive fold of a path π if there exists a nite sequence of simple roots α i j ∈ B such that π is the image of π under the concatenation of the associated root operators e α i j .
Remark 7.11. We could as well dene positively folded paths similarly to positively folded galleries using the notion of a billiard or Hecke path. These were dened by Kapovich and Millson in [KM08] . They remark that a consequence of their results is that the so called Hecke paths dened in [KM08, 3.27] correspond precisely to the positively folded galleries dened in [GL05] .
In particular, by Theorem 5.6 of [KM08] , the LS-paths dened in [Lit95] are a certain subclass of the Hecke paths. Furthermore it is proven in [KM08] that a path in an apartment A of X is a Hecke path if and only if it is the image of a geodesic segment in X under a folding which is nothing else than a retraction centered at an alcove or a germ of a Weyl chamber. Lemma 7.12. [PR08, Lemma 3 .1] We denote by Q + the positive cone in the co-root-lattice Q(R ∨ ) and identify the co-root α ∨ of α with 2 (α,α) α. Let x be as in 7.9 and let y be contained in the intersection w∈W w(x − Q + ). Fix a presentation w 0 = s i 1 · · · s in of the longest word w 0 ∈ W and denote by α i k the root corresponding to s i k . Dene vertices y i in the convex hull conv(W .x) inductively by y 0 = y and for all k = 1, 2, . . . , n by the recursive formula
Then y n = w 0 x. In the following proposition we will restate the assertion of 7.4 using paths instead of galleries.
Proposition 7.13. Denote by w 0 the longest word in the spherical Weyl group. With notation as in 7.9 let π : 0 x + be the unique geodesic from 0 to w 0 x. To a special vertex y in A there exists a positive fold π of π with endpoint π (1) = y if and only if y is contained in the set A Q (x) = {z ∈ A : z ∈ conv(W .x) ∩ (x + Q)}.
The main idea of the combinatorial proof of Proposition 7.13 is to reverse Lemma 7.12 and shift a minimal path (respectively gallery) π from 0 to w 0 x to a folded path from 0 to y. Let π n := π. We apply reverse induction on k ranging from n to 1. In step k we dene the path π k−1 by an m k -fold application of the root operator e α i k to the previous path π k . According to Proposition 7.8 the endpoint of π k is translated by 2 (α i k ,α i k ) m k α i k in step k. We won't give details but illustrate the idea in the following example.
Example 7.14. In Figure 3 we illustrate the paths one obtains by applying the algorithm of the proof of 7.8 to the example given in Figure 2 .
The vertex x was chosen in C f and an element y ∈ conv(W .x) is given. We construct a positive fold of the minimal path connecting 0 and w 0 x having endpoint y.
Picture (1) of Figure 3 shows the minimal path π = π 3 connecting 0 and w 0 x. According to 7.8 we calculate parameters m i with respect to w 0 = s α 2 s α 1 s α 2 . Observe that m 3 = 2 and that we have to apply e α 2 twice in the rst step. In picture (2) the path e α 2 π is drawn with a dashed line, the resulting path π 2 , with notation as above, equals e m 3 α 2 π and has endpoint y 2 . It is drawn with a solid line. Both paths are positive folds of π. Continue with a 3-fold application of e α 1 to π , as illustrated in picture (3). One obtains a path π 1 whose endpoint is y 1 . Finally a single application of e α 2 gives us the path pictured in (4) which is the desired positive fold of π with endpoint y. 
The main result
The proof of the main result is based on the ideas discussed in Section 7. Denition 8.1. A dual hyperplane in the model space A(R, Λ) is a set H α,k = {x ∈ V : (x, ω α ) = k} where k ∈ Λ and ω α is a fundamental co-weight of R. Dual hyperplanes determine dual half-apartments H ± α,k . A convex set is an intersection of nitely many dual half-apartments in A, where the empty intersection is dened to be A. The convex hull conv(C) of a set C is the intersection of all dual half-apartments containing C. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that x ∈ C f . Abbreviate conv(W .x) ∩ T by A T (x). Since A T (x) is W -invariant it suces to prove that
For all α ∈ B dene k α implicitly by x ∈ H α,kα . By denition (8.3.1)
We assume rst that y ∈ A T (x) ∩ C f . Using (8.3.1) and the fact that the fundamental Weyl chamber C f is contained in the positive cone C p we conclude that
Therefore (ω α , x − y) 1 (α,α) ≥ 0 and x − y ∈ T since A T (x) ⊂ (x + T ). The faces of C p are contained in dual hyperplanes of the form H α,0 with α ∈ B. Therefore
and hence
. Therefore the assertion holds.
The remainder of the present subsection is devoted to the proof of Theorem 8.12 which is split into two propositions 8.6 and 8.11. For convenience let us rst x notation. Notation 8.4. Let (X, A) be a thick ane building in the sense of Denitions 3.1 and 3.2 which is modeled on A = A(R, Λ) equipped with the full ane Weyl group W . Let A be an apartment of X and identify A with A(R, Λ) via a given chart f in A. Hence an origin 0 and a fundamental Weyl chamber C f are xed. For simplicity we write r for the retraction onto A centered at ∆ 0 C f and we denote by ρ the retraction onto A centered at ∂(−C f ). As always we will identify W with the stabilizer of the origin in W . 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that x ∈ C f . Recursively dene vertices x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n in conv(W .x) by putting x 0 = x and
We dene a partial order on A by setting y ≺ x if and only if y − x ∈ C p . We will show that y k ≺ x k for all k = 0, 1, . . . , n. Then y n ≺ x n = w 0 x and y n ∈ conv(W .x) and thus the result of the Lemma follows. We have that y 0 = y ≺ x = x 0 and by induction hypothesis that x k−1 − y k−1 is contained in C p . Therefore
where c ∈ Λ ≥0 and z is such that x k−1 − y k−1 = z + cα i k and that z ∈ span Λ ≥0 ({α : α ∈ B \ {α i k }}).
We will prove that (λ
We have
and hence by denition of λ k we can conclude that
Proposition 8.6. With notation as in 8.4 let x be an element of A. For each vertex y in the convex hull conv(W .x) there exists a preimage of y under ρ which is contained in r −1 (W .x).
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that x ∈ C f . We will inductively construct a preimage of y. Let the points y k and values λ k for k = 1, . . . , n be as dened in the assertion of Lemma 8.5. Abbreviate λ k :=
. The rst induction step is as follows: We denote by H 1 the unique hyperplane in the parallel class of H α i 1 ,0 containing z 1 := y 0 − 1 2 λ 1 α i 1 . The associated reection r 1 xes z 1 and maps y = y 0 onto y 1 and vice versa. Since X is thick there exists an apartment A 1 in X containing y 0 such that A ∩ A 1 = H + 1 . We claim that
The set conv(W .x) is by denition W -invariant. Therefore r α (y) is contained in conv(W .x) for all α ∈ W and all y ∈ conv(W .x). Hence r α i 1 (y) = y − y, α ∨ i 1 α i 1 is contained in conv(W .x) and λ i 1 ≥ y, α ∨ i 1 and we can conclude that 0 ∈ H + 1 . But C f is contained in H + 1 as well, since α i 1 ∈ B. Therefore A 1 contains x. We can now consider the convex hull of the orbit of x under W in the apartment A 1 , which we denote by conv A 1 (W .x) in order to be able to distinguish between the convex sets in the dierent apartments. Notice that r restricted to A 1 is an isomorphism onto A. We denote the unique preimage of y 1 in A 1 by y 1 1 and for all k the unique preimage of y k in A 1 by y 1 k . Hence we have transferred the situation to A 1 . The image of y 1 n under r is, by construction and Lemma 8.5, the point w 0 .x. Now the set (A\A 1 ) ∪ (A 1 \ A) is again an apartment of X containing a sub-Weyl chamber of −C f . By construction ρ(y 1 1 ) = y. Repeating this step with A k and y k k in place of A and y for all k = 1, . . . , n we get a sequence of apartments A k for k = 1, . . . , n with the property that they are all isomorphically mapped onto A by r. Hence Lemma 8.5 implies that y n n is a preimage of w 0 x. Analogously to the rst step observe that and further such that
• x i and x i+1 are contained in A i for all i = N and such that • there exist x i -based Weyl chambers S i− and S i+ for all 0 < i < N containing x i−1 and x i+1 , respectively, such that ξ i := ∆ x i S i− and η i := ∆ x i S i+ are opposite in ∆ x i X.
Let η 0 and ξ N be dened analogously.
Without loss of generality we may assume further that for all i the point x i−1 is not contained in A i . Otherwise, if for some i 0 the point x i 0 is contained in A i 0 −1 , we dene a shorter sequence of points by setting x i := x i for all i < i 0 and x i := x i+1 for all i ≥ i 0 , that is x i is omitted. Similarly we dene apartments A i by omitting A i−1 .
Notice that for all i the restriction of ρ to A i is an isomorphism onto A.
Let z be a point contained in the interior of −C f ∩ N i=0 A i . Then by Proposition 5.5 r z := r A,∆zC f equals ρ on seg(0, y) and the restriction of r z to A i is an isomorphism onto A for all i = 0, . . . , N .
Corollary 8.8. The retractions r A,µ and ρ A,c are distance non-increasing for all A and µ ⊂ A, respectively c ∈ ∂A.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that µ = ∆ 0 C f . We use notation of 8.7. There we made the observation that r A,µ restricted to A i is an isomorphism onto A for all i and hence that d(x i , x i+1 ) = d(r z (x i ), r z (x i+1 )) for all i = N . Therefore d(r(x), r(y)) ≤ d(x, y) using the triangle inequality. By Proposition 5.5 the assertion holds for ρ A,c as well.
Lemma 8.9. With notation as in 8.7 dene ξ i := r z (ξ i ) and η i := r z (η i ). Then ξ i and η i are chambers in ∆ rz(x i ) A and there exists w ∈ W such that ξ i is the image of w 0 η i by w = s i 1 · · · s i l .
Proof. By construction the germs ξ i and η i are opposite at x i and are contained in the apartments A i−1 and A i , respectively. Let f i−1 , f i be charts of A i−1 and A i and assume without loss of generality that there exist a point
In fact by the assumption that f i−1 (p i ) = f i (p i ) = x i the translation part of w is trivial and w is contained in W . The opposite germ of f
We denote the restriction of the projection r z to A i−1 , respectively to A i , by ι i−1 and ι i . Then
is an isomorphism, which coincides with f Proof. Denote by H the hyperplane through 0 parallel to H and let α ∈ R be such that H is xed by r α . The convex hull of W .x is by denition W -invariant. Therefore the image of y under the reection at H is contained in conv(W .x) and equals, by Proposition 2.9, y −2y α α, since y = m α + y α α with m α ∈ H . Similarly we can nd m ∈ H and λ < y α such that y = m + λα. The image of y under the reection at H equals y − 2λα which is obviously contained in conv(W .x) as well.
Proposition 8.11. Let notation be as in 8.4 and choose an element x of A. The image ρ(y) of y in r −1 (W .x) is contained in conv(W .x).
Proof. Let y ∈ r −1 (W .x) be given and let x i , A i and S i be as dened in 8.7. If N = 1 then A 0 contains 0 = x 0 , y = x 1 and a sub-Weyl chamber of −C f and hence ρ(y) is obviously contained in conv(W .x). By induction on N and Lemma 5.4 it is enough to prove the assertion in the case that N = 2. We re-use the notation of Lemma 8.9 and its proof. Recall that A 0 contains x 0 = 0, x 1 and a sub-Weyl chamber C 0 of −C f . Let (c 1 = ξ 1 , c 2 , . . . , c k = η 1 ) be a minimal gallery in ∆ x 1 X. If x 1 is not contained in a bounding hyperplane of A 0 ∩A 1 we may replace x 1 by another point satisfying this assumption. Hence without loss of generality we can assume that η 1 ⊂ (A 1 \A 0 ) and ξ 1 ⊂ (A 0 \A 1 ). Then there exists an index j 0 ∈ {2, . . . , k} such that c j 0 −1 is contained in A 0 \A 1 and c j 0 in A 1 \A 0 .
Denote by H 1 , respectively H 0 , the hyperplane spanned by the panel p j 0 := c j 0 −1 ∩ c j 0 in A 1 , respectively A 0 . Notice that x 1 is an element of H 1 ∩ H 0 . Assume a) that H 1 separates x 2 and ∂(−C f ) in A 1 and that the point 0 and the Weyl chamber ∂(−C f ) are separated by H 0 in A.
The image of (c j 0 , . . . , c k = η j 0 ) under ρ is the unique gallery (c j 0 , . . . , c k = η j 0 ) of the same type which is contained in A and starts in c j 0 −1 . Hence the segment of x 1 and x 2 is mapped onto seg A (x 1 , ρ(x 2 )) which has initial direction η 1 . Dene x 2 := ρ(x 2 ). By assumption the hyperplane H 0 separates 0 and −C f . Apply Lemma 8.9 and obtain that there exists w ∈ W such that η 1 = ρ(η 1 ) is the image of w 0 ξ 1 . Hence x 2 is the reected image of r(x 2 ) by a nite number of reections along hyperplanes containing x 1 and separating C 0 and 0. Therefore x 2 is obtained from r(x 2 ) by a positive fold in A. By Lemma 8.10 x 2 is contained in conv(W .x).
In the second case b) assume that H 1 separates x 2 and −C f and assume further that 0 and −C f are not separated by H 0 .
Then ρ maps (c j 0 , . . . , c k = η 1 ) onto (ρ (c j 0 ) , . . . , ρ(η j 0 )) which is a gallery of the same type contained in A and ρ(c j 0 ) is the unique chamber in ∆ x 1 A sharing the panel c j 0 ∩ c j 0 −1 with c j 0 −1 . Therefore ξ 1 and η 1 := ρ(η 1 ) are opposite in x 1 and ρ(x 2 ) = r(x 2 ).
The case c) is that both x 2 and 0 are not separated from −C f by H 1 , respectively H 0 .
But this cannot occur: Let S 1− and S 1+ be the Weyl chambers based at x 1 having germs ξ 1 , η 1 and are contained in A and A 1 , respectively. By Corollary 4.19 S 1− and S 1+ are contained in a unique common apartment B. The span H B in B of the panel p j 0 = c j 0 −1 ∩ c j 0 separates the segments seg B (0, x 1 ) and seg B (x 1 , x 2 ) and hence separates 0 and x 2 which can therefore not be contained in the same half-apartment determined by H B . Finally assume d) that H 1 does not separate x 2 and −C f but that 0 and −C f are separated by H 0 .
In this case the germ γ of −C f at x 1 is then contained in the same half-apartment of ∆ x 1 as η 1 . By the assumption that 0 is separated from −C f by H 1 there exists a minimal gallery in ∆ x 1 A from ξ 1 to γ containing either p j 0 or its opposite panel q j 0 in ∆ x 1 A. If ξ 1 and γ are not opposite this gallery is unique. But this contradicts the choice of j 0 . Theorem 8.12. Let notation be as in 8.4. Given a vertex x in A we can conclude ρ(r −1 (W .x)) = conv(W .x).
Proof. Combining Proposition 8.6 and 8.11 we obtain the assertion.
Remark 8.13. Note that Theorem 7.1 is not a special case of 8.12. It is however a special case of the conjecture 10.1.
An application to groups
For groups acting nicely enough on generalized ane buildings the proven convexity theorem can be reformulated into a statement about intersections of certain double cosets.
Let (X, A) be a thick ane building and G a group acting transitively on X. Obviously there is an induced action of G on the spherical building ∂ A X at innity. Fix a chart f of an apartment A = f (A), an origin 0 = f (0) and assume the following transitivity properties
(1) The stabilizer G A of A in G is transitive on points in A.
(2) The stabilizer B := G c of the equivalence class c := ∂(−C f ) is transitive on the set of apartments containing c at innity. (3) Assume further that B splits as B = U T , where T is the group of translations in A and U acts simply transitively on the apartments containing c at innity. (4) The stabilizer K := G 0 of the origin 0 is transitive on the set of apartments containing the origin 0.
Then G decomposes as follows G = BK = U T K Iwasawa decomposition .
Example 9.1. If G is a group admitting a root datum with non-discrete valuation, then G has the properties described above. Compare Proposition 7.3.1 and Theorem 7.3.4 in [BT72] .
Note that points in X are, under the assumptions made above, in one-to-one correspondence with left-cosets of K in G. To see this let x be a point in X. Lemma 4.7 and the fact that U is transitive on the set of apartments containing c at innity imply that there exists u ∈ U such that (u −1 ).x is contained in A. Let t ∈ T be the translation mapping 0 to (u −1 ).x. Identify the origin 0 with K then x corresponds to the coset utK. One has :
{ points in X} 1:1 ←→ { left-cosets of K in G} 0 −→ K X x −→ utK with u, t chosen as above.
Any point of X can hence be identied with a coset utK with suitably chosen u ∈ U and t ∈ T . Note that points in A correspond precisely to cosets of the form tK with t ∈ T . Furthermore it is easy to see that ρ is exactly the projection that maps utK to tK which is contained in A.
For all points tK in A the set r −1 (W .tK) is the same as the left-K -orbit of tK, i.e. r −1 (W .tK) = KtK.
Further Lemma 4.8 and the fact that K is transitive on the set of apartments containing 0 imply that G decomposes as G = KT K.
The following theorem is therefore a direct reformulation of Theorem 8.12.
Theorem 9.2. For all tK ∈ A we have that ρ(KtK) = conv(W .tK)
or, since ρ −1 (t K) = U t K, equivalently ∅ = U t K ∩ KtK ⇐⇒ t K ∈ conv(W .tK).
Loose ends
Studying generalized ane buildings which are thick with respect to a proper subgroup W T of the full ane Weyl group W we may ask again which set one obtains by taking the image under ρ of the preimage r −1 (W .x). These buildings only branch at special hyperplanes in the sense of Denition 2.6. We conjecture that a similar answer as in the case examined in the previous chapters can be given.
In the following let X, A) be an ane building modeled over A = A(R, Λ, T ) for some proper translation subgroup T of Λ n . Let A be an apartment of X and identify A with A via a given chart f ∈ A. Hence an origin 0 and a fundamental chamber C f are xed. We abbreviate the retraction onto A centered at ∆ x C f by r and the retraction onto A centered at ∂(−C f ) by ρ.
Conjecture 10.1. With notation as above assume that X is thick with respect to W T (see 3.2). For any special vertex x in A we have that ρ(r −1 (W .x)) = conv(W .x) ∩ (x + T ).
